Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) has been shown to increase net geosynchronous spacecraft mass when used for station keeping and final orbit insertion. The impact of launch vehicle selection and power level on the benefits of this approach were examined for 20 and 25 kW systems launched using the Ariane 5, Atlas lIAR, Long March, Proton, and Sea Launch vehicles. Two advanced on-board propulsion technologies, 5 kW ion and Hall thruster systems, were used to establish the relative merits of the technologies and launch vehicles. GaAs solar arrays were assumed.
INTRODUCTION Solar Electric
Propulsion (SEP) is being used for station keeping of geosynchronous satellites, including hydrazine arc jets on several Lockheed Martin spacecraft and SPT-100 Hall thrusters on the Russian GALS spacecraft.l The next step in the application of electric propulsion, placing the spacecraft into geosynchronous orbit, has been shown to be advantageous. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 Hughes is offering the use of electric propulsion for part of the orbit insertion to increase their 702 spacecraft payload. 8
The continuing trend for geosynchronous spacecraft is towards longer lifetimes, increased masses, higher powers, and increased service bandwidth. For example, the Hughes 702 spacecraft is planned to have a lifetime of 15 years and a power level of 15 kW. 8 Studies by various authors have shown the net mass benefits of using electric propulsion for transfer from various high Earth orbits 2,3'2_'5'6 to geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEt) in order to avoid the long trip times and Van Allen belt radiation damage of low Earth orbit (LEO) to GEt transfers 6. In this context, net mass refers to the total spacecraft mass minus the wet propulsion system mass and any power system mass added only for propulsion.
In most of the previous studies the SEP starting orbits were not optimized.
The purpose of this paper is to build on the previous work, 7 which showed the benefits of advanced on-board propulsion technology using optimized SEP starting orbits for the Atlas ILAS, by examining the impact of launch vehicle selection and increased power level on the mission design. This paper describes the mission analyses, propulsion options and optimized trajectory results for missions using five different launch vehicles stage (high thrust) analysis to minimize the SEP transfer time. All that is required for the high thrust portion of the program is a final mass for this phase of the mission and an initial impulsive AV. AV is the velocity or energy change required for an orbit transfer. The final mass of the impulsive portion is the starting mass for the SEP mission.
An impulsive AV was assumed for all the chemical propulsion burns in them analyses.
The SEP transfer mission AVs differ fi'om impulsive due to gravity losses associated with continuous thrusting and nontangential steering. 10
The launch vehicles assumed for these analyses are the Atlas RAP,, Ariane, Atlas lIAR, Long March CZ-3B, Proton, and Sea Launch. (Table  I. Figure 2 shows a variation between the apogee chemicalAV and the transt'er SEP AV fora case using ion thrusters. Note thatthe upper stageAV isconstant while theon-board chemicalAV is reducedin increments.The SEP AV, calculated using SEPSPOT, requiredto replacethe on-board chemical AV isgreater due to gravitylosses.This requiredSEP AV isfurther discussedintheresults section. Figure 3 shows the mass in the SEP starting orbitversus the available apogee chemicalAV foreachlaunchvehicle.
Note thehighermaximum apogee chemicalAV required for the vehicleslaunched from higher latitudesto performthe planechange to 0°inclination. Also note thattheslopesof theProton and Sea Launch curvcsare greater than the other launch vehicles.
This is due to the lack of staging and will be explained below. The electric propulsion system can be divided into four parts: the thruster module, the interface module, the fixed propellant and control module, and the tankage.
(See Table 2 .). This system definition is adapted from Rawlin. 19 Each thruster module consists of a thruster, gimbals, propellant distribution, and structure; resulting in masses of 9.3 kg for the Hall thruster module, and 13.8 kg for the ion thruster module.
Each interface module includes PPU, wiring, and thermal system. resulting in specific powers of 9 kg/kW for the Hall interface module, and 8.6 kg/kW for the ion interface Alien belts will damage the array. This damaged array mass is charged to the propulsion system at a rate of 16.6 kg/kW. 21 Thus the propulsion system is penalized for long transfers through the Van Allen Belts. Radiation damage that may occur to the payload is not assessed.
RESULTS

SEP Starting Orbits
Optimal SEP starting orbits determined by SEPSPOT for the Hall thruster, 25 kW spacecraft with the various launch vehicles are shown in Figures 5-8 As shown in Figure 9 , the major difference in the SEP starting orbits is the apogee altitude. For missions starting at high inclinations the apogee is high above geosynchronous altitude, peaking at 90,000 lan for the Proton launch vehicle.
Use of these high apogees allows the SEP system to perform the plane change more efficiently.
For the Ariane 5 and Sea
Launch systems only a slightly higher apogee is used when small amounts of apogee chemical propellant are removed.
As more apogee chemical propellant is removed the apogee dips below geosynchronous altitude and the perigee is significantly raised. It is important to note that the optimal SEP starting orbits are never circular and always have apogee altitudes above the most damaging regions of the Van Allen belts. As apogee chemical AV capability is replaced by SEP AV, the total AV increases due to the gravity losses incurred by the constant thrusting SEP system. Case 10 shows the limit when the GTO to GEO transfer is performed completely by the SEP system and the launch vehicle upper stage, with no apogee chemical system. Comparing cases 10
and i clearly shows the increased total AV required.
However, the higher Isp of the SEP system more than offsets this increased AV by significantly reducing the total fuel mass. This is shown by the net mass advantage in the next sections.
Figures of Merit
The figures of merit of the advanced propulsion systems in this study are the net mass delivered and the SEP transfer time. As mentioned above, net mass refers to the usable satellite mass once the wet propulsion system and any damaged array are rernoved. The added net mass can be used for additional payload to increase revenue. Transfer times above 180 days are not shown. To further illustrate the relative impacts of SEP on the orbit insertion and NSSK portions of the mission, Figure 12 shows the impact of performing only the GEt insertion using SEP. The impact of using higher power systems is illustrated in Figure 13 . Work performed in 19957 on 10 and 15 kW spacecraft are included. While there are small differences in the assumed system characteristics, the impacts resulting from higher power, more efficienL higher Is thrusters are clear: for a given transfer time, the high_ePrpower systems deliver substantially more net mass to GEO. Alternatively, similar net mass increases can be gained for quicker, and perhaps more acceptable, transfer times. This clearly shows the potential for evolutionary growth to higher power SEP systems, with increased benefits accrued for each increase in available power level.
Propulsion
Long March CZ-3B
The behavior of the results for the CZ-BB is similar to those for the Atlas IIAR due to the similarity in launch site latitude (and thus parking orbit inclination), and upper stage and apogee chemical system performance. Figure 14 shows the net mass benefit for the CZ-3B.
with essentially identical behavior, though larger magnitudes, than those shown for the Atlas IIAR in Figure I0 . As shown in Figure 15 . the array power degradation is also similar to the Arias lIAR case.
Arlane 5
The dual payload capability of the Ariane 5 launcher places two spacecraft at the same apogee chemical starting orbit. The two spacecraft must thus have equivalent overall orbit raising capability. For this study, both spacecraft were assumed identical with the same SEP starting orbits, and the calculated net mass increases apply to both.
Launches of non-identical spacecraft could easily be accommodated by appropriately sizing the apogee chemical and SEP systems and allowing for different orbit insertion times.
These options might be used to significantly increase launch vehicle flexibility.
Results for the assumed Ariane 5 scenario are shown in 
Proton
The im-'_pact of electric propulsion for Proton payloads is significant. Figure 18 shows net mass increases for the Proton launch vehicle using ion or Hall thrusters for NSSK and orbit insertion. By contrast to the Atlas IIAR, CZ-3B, and Ariane 5, the Hall technology outperforms the ion technology for the Proton launch vehicle. This is due mainly to the larger increases in starting mass as apogee propellant is unloaded -the heavy Block DM stage is left in a lower orbit (See Figure 3) . Thus, while the Hall technology delivers a lower mass fraction than the ion technology for a given apogee chemical AV, its higher thrust permits a lower starting orbit for a given transfer time. The results show that the lower lsp, higher thrust, Hall thruster delivers larger net masses than ion for a given transfer time, However, if the orbit insertion thrusters are also used for NSSIC the increased AV and unconstrained NSSK burn times result in higher net spacecraft masses for the ion thruster technology with some launchers.
These results indicate that there is an optimal combined mission Isp depending on years of NSSK, magnitude of SEP orbit insertion, power level. and desired SEP insertion time. Current research in ion and Hall thrusters has shown the ability for both to be run at higher (Hall) and lower (ion) Isps. Other alternatives include using a variable Isp thruster or two thruster types, one for the orbit raising portion of the mission and one for the NSSK. The latter scenario, however, would preclude using the orbit raising thrusters for the NSSK mission. 
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